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NEW
MUSIC
By Jim Gellatly

THE CLIFTONS
WHO: James Will (vocals/gui-
tar), Andrew Joseph (guitar/
vocals), Keir Smith (bass), Bilal-
Benzahia (drums/vocals)
WHERE: Aberdeen
FOR FANS OF: Arctic Monkeys,
Catfish And The Bottlemen,
Blossoms
JIM SAYS: A great way to get a
foothold in the music industry is
to get some local recognition.

Aberdeen youngsters The
Cliftons have done just that. In
2015 they were Band Of The
Week on community radio sta-
tion shmuFM. Further local
radio attention came last year
when the teenagers were nomi-
nated in the One To Watch
music category at the Original
106 Pride Of Aberdeen Awards.

Though they missed out to
Peterhead singer-songwriter
Mark Culley they relished the
whole experience.

Singer James Will, 17, told me:
“The fact that so many people
had taken the time to vote for us
and show their support is
something we will always be
thankful for.”

I came across The Cliftons
last year on another brilliant
platform for emerging talent in
the Granite City, Live At Captain
Toms, where they turned in a
confident performance.

Playing alongside other more
established acts including
Hawklords and Johnny For-
eigner, they were not out of
their depth.

Initially formed by James and
Keir in 2013 while jamming in
music class at school, they

released a self-titled debut EP
in 2015. James said: “The cost
to record, produce and release
the EP was completely funded
by the public with a Kickstarter
campaign. We met our goal
within the allocated time, which
was great. We’re eternally
thankful to every person who
donated money, shared our
posts or took an active interest
in our pursuits. Without them,
the whole experience wouldn’t
have been possible.”

The band show further devel-
opment with their second EP,
Scarlett. It’s packed with toe-
tapping indie anthems, while
also showing a more sensitive
side. James explained: “It has a
much more mature and pol-
ished sound. When we started
the writing process, we had
intentions of trying to make it
sound like a mini-album. We
wanted to create a EP that
showed our ability to create
different moods within songs.

“We feel we achieved that as
the five songs create a plethora
of emotions. It ranges from a
slow-burning ballad in Demons,
fast funky beats in the title track,
and everything in-between. The
music has developed a great
amount over the past three
years.”

The Scarlett EP is launched
tomorrow night at The Tunnels
in Aberdeen, with support from
Craig John Davidson, Another
and Harlitones.
MORE: facebook.com/theclift-
onsuk
Jim presents a weekly show-
case of New Music on Amazing
Radio Sundays 2-4pm.
amazingradio.com & jimgellatly.com

Watch video
of band at:

thescottishsun.co.uk

ONCE you embrace the slightly nonsensical
premise of a man with 23-ish different
personalities abducting three girls and locking
them up in a cellar, Split is good fun.

Plenty of scares and a fair few laughs turn what
could have been a ridiculous generic slasher
flick into something more substantial.

All those different personalities must be an
actor’s dream, and star James McAvoy hits more
than he misses – but only by a hair’s breadth.

The film has been criticised for making light of
serious mental issues, but the same could be
said for any movie containing a deranged killer.

Criticise it instead for gratuitous scenes of
teenage girls stripped to their underwear.

Split is a huge step in the right direction for
writer/director M Night Shyamalan, whose strike
rate has been off since The Village 13 years ago.

It’s far from perfect – and feels an odd and
disjointed move from his previous thoughtful
style – but it shows a talented man getting back
into the groove.

SPLIT
(15) 117mins HHH
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AS the Oscar conveyor
belt rumbles along like
an overly sincere version
of the Generation Game,
we come to Lion, which
should be a schmaltz-fest.

It’s the true story of five-year-old
Saroo getting lost on a train and
eventually ending up thousands of
miles away in his adopted Austra-
lian home.

A nugget of information 25 years
later is enough to convince him to
begin a search for his family.

While it’s certainly a monster of
a tear-jerker, it’s also an absolute
joyous crowd-pleaser that manages
to avoid being a cliche and instead
completely lifts your spirits. Saroo

is played by two actors. Adult
Saroo is brought to life by Dev
Patel (Slumdog Millionaire) and he
does a bloody fine job of it. He’s
grown from the gangly, awkward
teenager into an assured, sparse
and brilliant actor.

He plays a man completely bro-
ken and without an identity yet full
of trepidation for the unknown.
But, while not wanting to upset his
adoptive parents, he knows he sim-
ply cannot stop wondering who he
really is. Patel has all this etched
on his face in every scene.

However, if you’ve seen the pic-
tures from the recent Golden

Globes, you’ll know the real star of
this film is eight-year-old Sunny
Pawar, an absolute revelation as
the young Saroo.

He acts the absolute hell out of
this — with the biggest widest eyes
on the cutest face you’ve ever seen
on a human. Showing the abject
terror at fleeing predators, paedo-
philes and child slavery rackets, it’s
a heart-breaking and riveting per-
formance that will stay with you.

Imaginary caps should be doffed
to director Garth Davis as well.
With his use of the Indian land-
scape and culture, whether it be a
cloud of butterflies in a dusty val-
ley or a chaotic train station, you
feel in the thick of it, with Saroo,
at every step.

Another notable performance is
Nicole Kidman as Saroo’s adoptive

mum who, during a four-minute
monologue, manages to summarise
not only a parent’s love for their
children but also why adoptive par-
ents are worth their weight in gold.

Aside from the world’s first
recorded successful use of Google
Earth, seeing Saroo retracing his
steps 25 years later is incredibly
powerful and moving.

Your heart is made of Satan’s
teeth if you don’t come away with
dusty eyes and a warm feeling.

The film also underlines the
thousands upon thousands of
Indian children living in poverty.

The producers highlight many of
the great causes looking to help,
including Magic Bus (magic
bususa.org). Saroo is a rare case —
someone given a second chance.

Many are not so lucky.

Home
run

LION
(PG) 118mins HHHHH

Don’t miss
JAMIE’S
SHOW

FILM
OF THE
WEEK

MOVIES TOP5 FILMS
THISWEEK

1. La La Land
2. Star Wars: Rogue One
3.Moana

4. Assassin’s Creed
5. Passengers

l Source: Launchingfilms.com
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GAMES TOP5GAMES
THISWEEK

1 Grand Theft Auto V
2 CoD: Infinite Warfare
3 FIFA 17

4 Battlefield 1
5 Forza Horizon 3

— fromGFK

HitRock’sonaroll
Rock Band Rivals
XboxOne and PS4 £49.99

USB mic and the classic Rock
Band drum. Everything feels
well-built, but I wouldn’t smash
it off the telly. The only thing
missing is an extra guitar so
your bass player will have to
bring his own! It does include a
boxed copy of the game.

It is sold out in most places in
the UK just now but is available
directly from pdp.com for $199
(or around £165).

IT’S time to bang out
the riffs and live the
rocker’s lifestyle.

Rock Band’s slightly

underwhelming return last

year after a five-year break

has been given a chart-

busting boost that will turn

your living room into a sta-

dium arena stage.
Thank Harmonix and Rock

Band The Rivals — a huge

expansion pack for Rock Band

4. It adds new modes, a new

story-style campaign and has a

host of tweaked game mechan-

ics.
You get an ultra-cheesy drama

mode — a cross between VH1’s

Behind The Music and Spinal

Tap. You follow the rise of your

band through the good and bad

times in a fake show called

Beneath The Tuneage.
It’s all very tongue in cheek,

but is still very funny and is

well worth a play through. It

clocks in at about the four-hour

mark and you’ll unlock a load

of new gear for your band and

venues.
Long-term fans will love the

second addition — the rivals

mode. You form a band “crew”

of up to nine of your friends

and wage war against other

bands online.
There are challenges where

you have to complete themed

song sets or try to get the high-

est score on a spotlight song

which is picked at random each

week — and all in a bid to get

as much XP for your team as

you can.
You earn XP for each instru-

ment you play in rival mode as

well, so one person can play all

the guitar parts and leave the

drums, bass and singing to

other members of the crew.
It is a great idea that really

adds something to the game-

play.
It will lead to some truly

epic battles between the best

bands in the Rock Band

community.
You can also unlock XP by

playing songs in single player

mode — which allows you to

level up and you can now

rate songs that you like from

the track list.
The general interface has

been given a clean-up and

polish, making just that bit

easier to navigate.
It certainly put a smile on

your face although there are

still some issues.
The main thing is that

there aren’t actually any new

songs — depending how you

buy it — and that is pretty

strange for an expansion pack

for a music game. It is also a

bit cheeky from Harmonix

because, if you want new

tracks and you are a new-

comer, you have to pay
£1.59 a song. That might
not seem steep at first,
but it soon adds
up . . . especially as the
game has a back catalogue
of more than 1,800 tracks.

If you’re a fan and were
burnt by last year’s return
Rivals has fixed a lot of

the issues and added to the

core game.
But are you willing to pay

extra for it? That is the ques-

tion. If you’re a newcomer then

Rivals is the way ahead. It is

not perfect but missing modes

will soon be available. Either

way, this is still a hit, espe-

cially if you have friends

round.
HHHH

STUART CULLEN

EVERYONE of a certain age can remem-
ber hours spent happily with Sonic.

Well, Mekazoo is a Sonic-style side-
scroller with a shiny new coat.

The Good Mood creation sees you
play as a group of five different animals.
Each has its own skillset — the panda
can climb or the frog can hook his
tongue on to surfaces to swing.

The Mekazoo story is very light and
plays second fiddle to the gameplay, but
the overall thread is that you wake up as
the armadillo in a lab and your friends
have been turned into evil robots. You
must save your animal buddies. That’s
pretty much all there is to it.

But Mekazoo does stand out on the
gameplay. You must clear levels as fast
as you can by switching between your
furry friends to let you grab, climb or fly.

It is tough to master the instant switch-
ing as you can go from the armadillo to
the frog mid-jump then land as the panda
— but it is pretty stunning once you have
got your head round it.

You need to clear seven worlds that are
accessed through a sort of hub and the
overall campaign will take about eight
hours to clear. Each world has its own
look and feel and each level has hidden

depths in terms of level design. There are
multiple ways to complete them depend-
ing on how you use your animals. But, at
the end of each world, you will have to
hammer a robot boss.

The game looks smart but it doesn’t
blow you away. I am old skool — I reckon
strapping neon on to anything it makes it
100 per cent cooler right away.

The soundtrack keeps an upbeat vibe
as you clear each level and features a few
stand-out tunes.

On the downside, the controls and
lack of direction at the start give you early
worry lines because it is so different from
most other games. Being dropped in at
the deep end isn’t much fun. I also found
the framerate dropped occasionally.

Mekazoo intended to take a fresh look
at a somewhat forgotten style of game
and it almost nails it. Fans of the original
Sonic trilogy will feel echoes of that in the
gameplay while newcomers will enjoy
the challenge — but only once they have
nailed the mechanics.

HHHú
STUART CULLEN

Mekazoo
XboxOne ,PS4 and PC £15.99

lIF you are a rock star on
“tour” then you need the

new Rock Band app.
It acts as a hub for
your crew. You can keep
up to date with what’s
going on with the band.
The app lets you see
endless amounts of
stats on how well you are
scoring at that week’s chal-

lenges but also lets you check
out how the competition is
doing. Plus, you can use the

app to talk to any of your
crew which is a nice
touch because you can
plan out what the band is
doing all in one place.
The Rock Band com-

panion app is free to down-
load for IOS and Android.

lSOME people aren’t
happy with just the £40

game — they want to go the
whole hog. Well, satisfy your
inner rocker with the Band Kit.

Then you are sorted when
the whole band shows up at

your house.
The pdp Band Kit has a

wireless redesigned guitar
in the shape of a Fender
Jaguar, a nicely weighted
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NATALIE PORTMAN plays one of the world’s
most iconic women very well indeed as this film
shows there was far more to Jackie Kennedy
than a pillbox hat and strange accent.

Loosely framed around an interview she gave
to Theodore H White for Life Magazine, it details
the timeframe between the first bullet being shot
and the funeral of JFK.

While the film is meticulous in its portrayal of
the late Sixties, the political climate and the
world’s shock at his assassination, JFK’s story is
well-trodden ground, leaving little else to talk
about here other than Portman’s performance.

Thankfully, it is worth screaming from the roof-
tops. Her portrayal of a woman experiencing the
many layers of grief is as raw as it gets – you see
one of our finest actresses at the top of her game.

Much like Denzel Washington’s Malcolm X, I
defy anyone else to take on this role again.

I was going to end on “Obviously dramatised,
but no worse for it” before realising that this all
probably happened exactly as is. Tantalising.

JACKIE
(15) 100mins HHHH


